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 The new version of baytower studios van is available now. This is a second version of this model with many improvements.
This is the best model for a road trip/hitchhiking. This is the most realistic van for those who want to play with and practice for

a couple of months, before they can get their own road-trip-van with their own money. If you need any help, please PM me.
Thanks, Fuggie Check out the new photos of the Van This is the new high-res model I made. This model was created by me

(Fuggie) in DXF editor of Fusion 360. The only person who has the DXF files of this model, is you (If you have, please send it
to me). Lift doors are zipped up. There are no windows and no doors. There is no roof of the van. There are some Windows at
the back and at the front. But, these windows are not usable. There is no air conditioner in the van. There is no compressor in

the van. The mod list: 1. Pumped the tire pressure up to 120 psi. 2. Added an additional rear axle. 3. It is equipped with a
DynamaxTire Traction System. 4. It is equipped with a DynamaxRecovery System. 5. It is equipped with a Newenhaul Fuel

System. 6. It is equipped with a NewenhaulFuel System. 7. It is equipped with a DynamaxLanding System. 8. It is equipped with
a DynamaxOil System. 9. It is equipped with a DynamaxWiper System. 10. It is equipped with a DynamaxTire System. 11. It is

equipped with a DynamaxFuel System. 12. It is equipped with a DynamaxTorque Control System. 13. It is equipped with a
DynamaxBrake System. 14. It is equipped with a DynamaxNeutral Axle System. 15. It is equipped with a DynamaxHill Hold

System. 16. It is equipped with a DynamaxRear Axle System. 17. It is equipped with a DynamaxTransmission System. 18. It is
equipped with a Dynamax 82157476af
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